Recording theory and research advances . . .

ION EXCHANGERS in ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY

By Olaf Samuelson, Professor of Analytical Chemistry, Chalmers Tekniska Hogskola, Göteborg, Sweden. This is the first book to be devoted exclusively to the analytical applications of the new synthetic organic ion exchangers. This ion exchange method, which is becoming more and more important, is rapid, simple, and produces more reliable results than earlier separation methods. Dr. Samuelson, in this timely work, presents a comprehensive study of the subject, from the viewpoint of a practicing analytical chemist. Divided into three parts: general, practical, and applications, it initially explains the fundamental principles of ion exchange reaction, then describes practical applications of this method to organic, inorganic, and biochemical analysis in detail. The treatment is monographic, and it includes both procedural details and explanatory theory. In Preparation.

SOIL MICROBIOLOGY

By Selman A. Waksman, Professor and Chairman, Department of Microbiology, Rutgers University. Here is the long-awaited, up-to-date text on microorganisms and their importance in soil processes. This new book provides the reader with a basic understanding of the nature and complexity of the soil population and the conditions that influence its composition. Dr. Waksman reviews the activities of microorganisms in the soil (the decomposition of plant and animal residues and the formation of humus, etc.) and shows how these activities can be utilized to further soil improvement and soil conservation, to increase plant productivity, and to combat plant and animal pathogens. He also points out some of the more promising lines of advance in the field and suggests some likely paths for future investigation. Available now. 356 pages. $6.00.

The KINEMATICS and MECHANISM of HOMOGENOUS CHEMICAL REACTIONS

By Arthur A. Frost, Associate Professor of Chemistry, Northwestern University, and Ralph G. Pearson, Assistant Professor of Chemistry, Northwestern University. This book differs from other treatments of chemical kinetics in emphasizing the complexities of chemical reaction and the relation of kinetics to mechanism, particularly the mechanism of organic reactions. The book is profusely illustrated with examples of kinetics used to determine mechanisms of chemical reactions. The detailed mathematical treatment of complex reactions is unusually complete as is the treatment of flow methods. Emphasis is on fundamental physical principles, with theories such as the collision theory and the transition state theory used to aid in understanding. In press.

PRACTICAL and EXPERIMENTAL GEOGRAPHY

By W. G. V. Balchin, University of London, King's College and A. W. Richards, Farnborough Grammar School. This book is a first attempt at gathering together many exercises in practical and experimental work in geography, and includes much original material on methods used by the authors themselves. This experimental approach is designed to stimulate interest, facilitate understanding, and fix essential facts in the minds of students. The first section deals with earth movements; the second, with practical work in the study of landforms; in the third section, experimental work which can be linked with a study of the atmosphere and oceans is outlined; the fourth section covers practical work in survey and map projections; and the last section outlines the principles involved in the construction of distribution maps and cartograms. Available now. 135 pages. $2.75.

Send today for your on-approval copies.

JOHN WILEY & SONS, Inc., 440 Fourth Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.
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BACTO CONCENTRATION DISKS

Bacto-Concentration Disks are for determination of penicillin level in milk, serum, urine and other body fluids.

The concentration disks contain measured amounts of penicillin.

The following standardized materials are recommended for this procedure:

- Bacto-Pencillin Disks
- Bacto-Penase Disks
- Bacto-Subtilis Spore Suspension
- Bacto-Whey Agar

DIFCO LABORATORIES
Detroit 1, Michigan

Complete details of this procedure available upon request.

NEW CLASSROOM MICROSCOPE
for General Biology
Sold on 10 days approval. Satisfaction Guaranteed
Model GB
Equipped with:
10x Ocular
Objectives,
16mm (10x) m.a. 0.50
4mm (44x) m.a. 0.66
Disc Diaphragm
Plano-concave mirror
Coarse adjustment
Full range fine adjustment
$118.00
Less 10% on 5 or more.
Write for catalogue

INSIST ON THIS FULLY EQUIPPED INSTRUMENT
A trial in your laboratory will convince you of the high quality, beautiful design and practical features. No obligation to purchase if you are not as enthusiastic about this instrument as we are.

THE GRAF-APSCO CO.
5868 Broadway
Chicago 40, Ill.

THE RICKETTSSIAI DISEASES OF MAN

This symposium volume is a comprehensive survey of the general field of Rickettsial diseases in man. Among the contributors appear the names of many of the foremost American authorities on this important and relatively new field of medicine.

The first group of papers includes discussions of the taxonomy, biology, isolation, and identification of vectors, and reservoirs of infection of the Rickettsial diseases of man.

The second group of papers is devoted to discussions of serological reactions, the Weil-Felix reaction, the complement-fixation and agglutination reactions, and the preparation and standardization of Rickettsial vaccines. The final group of papers treats of insecticides, methods of their application, and mite controls.

Many of the 27 contributors to this volume during World War II were on the battle fronts in Africa, Italy, France and Germany, protecting our troops and the local populations wherever Rickettsial diseases prevailed. Rarely, if ever, have the authors of a medical book had so wide and so successful practical experience in the very subjects on which they have written.

To: A.A.A.S. Publications
1515 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington 5, D. C.
Please accept my order for one copy of The Rickettsial Diseases of Man (7½ x 10¼, cloth bound). My check in correct payment is enclosed ($5.25 to A.A.A.S. members, $6.25 to those who are not members; including postage.)

Name
Address
City Zone State

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW

12 SCIENCE, Vol. 116
**IT'S HERE!**

**THE NEW Gamma**

**INVERTED MICROSCOPE**

**MONOCULAR-BINOCULAR-PHOTOGRAPHY**

**INDISPENSABLE FOR MANY MICRO DISSECTING OPERATIONS FOR TISSUE CULTURE WORK, ETC.**

**ASK TODAY FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER**

**IN PREPARATION:**

**COMBINATION MICRO FORGE AND LOW POWER MANIPULATOR**

---

**NAPHTHORESORCINOL**

Naphthoresorcinol Schwarz is of the highest commercially obtainable purity and is readily available at a low price. The product is virtually free of impurities. An important biological research tool for the quantitative determination of glucuronic acids, naphthoresorcinol is also useful in the preparation of dyestuffs.

Schwarz products meet the exacting requirements of biochemical and clinical research.

Write for our Price List

**LABORATORIES, INC.**

204 East 44th Street, New York 17, N.Y.

---

**PAPER PARTITION CHROMATOGRAPHY EQUIPMENT**

A new and more complete line of paper chromatographic equipment, carefully engineered for use in this new field of analysis.

Also Available:
- New Chromatocab Models
- Strip Suspension Racks (stainless steel or glass)
- Electronic densitometers
- Ultraviolet Lamps (long and short wave-length)
- Indicator Sprays
- Disc Chambers
- Solvent Troughs & Assemblies
- Micro Pipets
- Clips

Write for Catalog

**RESEARCH EQUIPMENT CORPORATION**

Manufacturers

Dept. S, 1135 Third Street, Oakland 20, California

---
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Morphogenesis

By JOHN TYLER BONNER. This book attacks one of the central problems of modern biology—how any living organism starts as an egg and develops into a highly elaborate animal or plant. Special effort is made to examine the development of all kinds of organisms—one-celled forms, colonial forms, all the various lower plants and animals, and finally the higher forms. "A most valuable and stimulating account of a most important branch of modern biology."—G. E. Hutchinson, Yale University.

350 pages, 99 illustrations, $5.00

Hydrogen Ion Concentration

NEW CONCEPTS IN A SYSTEMATIC TREATMENT

By JOHN E. RICCI. In a highly original approach, the author presents a general and systematic treatment of relations involving the hydrogen ion concentration of aqueous solutions. Mathematical exactness is developed as far as possible without dependence upon particular theories of ionization. Dr. Ricci is professor of chemistry at New York University.

498 pages, 78 graphs, $10.00

Enrich your library with the scientific and historic value of this unique volume

Centennial

7½ x 10½ inches, double column, clothbound, 320 pages

Symposia presented to commemorate the first hundred years of AAAS include 42 papers by leading scientists in thirteen major fields:

- Sciences of Society
- Educational Potentials
- Human Individuality
- Food and Nutrition
- Housing
- World Health Problems
- Sources of Energy
- The Upper Atmosphere
- The World's Natural Resources
- Genes and Cytoplasm
- High Polymers
- Interactions of Matter and Radiation
- Waves and Rhythms

Cash price to AAAS members $4.50
Nonmembers and institutions $5.00

ORDER NOW

A.A.S. Publications
1515 Massachusetts Ave., N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.

Enclosed find my check or money order in the amount of $......... for ......... copy of Centennial.

NAME .............................................
ADDRESS ...........................................
CITY ................. ZONE ....... STATE ..............
PITUITARY-ADRENAL FUNCTION

PITUITARY-ADRENAL FUNCTION continues the AAAS tradition of presenting in book form the collected papers presented at symposium programs of wide interest. This volume includes 22 papers delivered at a two-day Symposium on the Adrenal Cortex at the AAAS meeting in New York City, December 1949.

This AAAS symposium volume assembles important contributions of a score of laboratories in the United States and Canada from which many of the recent major advances in pituitary-adrenal physiology and therapeutics have come, and includes studies on the regulation of adrenal cortical activity, the role of the cortical hormones in protein, carbohydrate, and mineral metabolism, and effects of the cortical steroids and the ACTH in various disease states. A summary chapter on "Adrenolescence" by Dr. George Perera forecasts some of the possible future trends in this active field of endocrine research.

6 x 9 inches, illustrated, clothbound, 224 pages—$4.00
Price to AAAS members for prepaid orders—$3.50

Order from:
AAAS, 1515 Mass. Ave., N.W., Washington 5, D. C.
When ACCURACY is important...

CASTLE AUTOCLAVES are ideally suited to precision laboratory work because uniform temperature is rigidly maintained throughout the chamber. This temperature is selective at any point from 212°F. to 260°F., hence adaptable for all routine and research work.

SINGLE WALL TYPE is generally suitable for laboratory procedures. It is equipped with condenser hood which prevents moisture dripping on contents.

DOUBLE WALL TYPE gives you the drying effect of a separate pressure jacket. This type can be used for general surgical purposes.

Interior equipment to meet your requirements. Write: Wilmot Castle Co., 1212 University Ave., Rochester 7, N. Y.

Single wall No. 1826-L

AMINO ACIDS

Acetyl-DL-Tryptophane
DL-Dihydroxyphenylalanine
DL-Isoleucine
DL-Leucine
DL-Lysine HCl
DL-Methionine

L-Tyrosine
DL-Phenylalanine
DL-Serine
DL-Threonine
DL-Tryptophane
DL-Valine

SPECIAL CHEMICALS DIVISION

Winthrop-Stearns Inc.
1450 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 18, N. Y.

Refractors

at
unbelievably
low
prices

ideal for
amateur
astronomical
research

3 INCH EQUATORIAL

Objective: Coated 78 mm (3") diameter, 1200 mm (47.2") focal length, f/16.

Eyepieces: 200 x, 133 x, 96 x, 67 x, 45 x.

COMPLETE with equatorial mounting and slow-motion controls, setting circles, tripod, eyepieces, sun projecting screen, view finder, star diagonal, erecting prism system, etc., fitted wooden cabinets.

All Instruments 

Fully Guaranteed Express collect 

Only $435

UNITRON

2.4 INCH EQUATORIAL ... $225.
2.4 INCH ALTAZIMUTH ... 125.
1.6 INCH ALTAZIMUTH ... 75.

25% deposit required on C.O.D. shipments.

Send check or M.O. or write for illustrated literature to:

UNITED SCIENTIFIC CO.
204-6 Milk St., Dept. R-94, Boston 9, Mass.
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YOUR ad here reaches over 32,000 foremost scientists in the leading educational institutions, industrial laboratories, and research foundations in the U. S. and 76 foreign countries—at a very low cost. CLASSIFIED: $1.84 per word, minimum charge $3.60. Use of Box Number counts as 10 additional words.

DISPLAY: $19.50 per inch, no charge for Box Number. Correct payment to SCIENCE must accompany all ads. Insertion usually made 2 or 3 weeks after receipt of ad.

SCIENCE • 1515 Mass. Ave., N.W., Wash. 5, D. C.

POSITIONS WANTED

Biologist—M.A. 3 years experience clinical and research hematology; 3 years biochemical research. Desires research position in East. Box 291, SCIENCE.

POSITIONS OPEN

Associate Laboratory Director for city health department laboratory. Graduate of approved medical school. Requires special knowledge of diagnostic bacteriology, serology, chemistry, and experience in administration. Salary depends on qualifications and experience. Write: Herbert R. Morgan, M.D., Director, Rochester Health Bureau Laboratories, Strong Memorial Hospital, Rochester 20, New York.

The MARKET PLACE

BOOKS • SERVICES • SUPPLIES • EQUIPMENT

CLASSIFIED: 25¢ per word, minimum charge $6.00. Use of Box Number counts as 10 additional words. Correct payment to SCIENCE must accompany ad.

DISPLAY: Rates listed below—no charge for Box Number. Monthly invoices will be sent on charge account basis—providing satisfactory credit is established.

Single insertion $19.50 per inch
7 times in 1 year 17.50 per inch
13 times in 1 year 16.00 per inch
26 times in 1 year 14.00 per inch
52 times in 1 year 12.50 per inch

For PROOFS on display ads, copy must reach SCIENCE 4 weeks before date of issue (Friday of every week).

STAINS

STARKMAN Biological Laboratory

“Your animal is half the experiment”

SWISS ALBINO MICE—ALBINO-W RATS

albino farms • P. O. BOX 331

depart A

RED BANK, N. J.

C. P. AMINO ACIDS

and Peptides

for immediate delivery

H. M. CHEMICAL CO., LTD.

1651 – 18th St.
Santa Monica, Calif.

For the Best

• MICROSCOPES
• ILLUMINATORS
• MICROTOMES

Equipment for Photomicrography
Specialists in Leitz and Zeiss Equipment

Write to

ERIC SOBOTKA CO. • 102 West 42nd Street
New York 36, N. Y.

SERVING SCIENCE... Sells

Box 527
RED BANK, N. J. White MICE

SERVING SCIENCE... Sells

Box 527
RED BANK, N. J. White RATS
TACONIC FARMS
Germantown, N. Y.
Phone 187 F 2
- Swiss Mice
- Webster Strain

NEW!
ALLEN REFERENCE SETS
For Microscopical Studies
in Mineralogy and Petrology
INCLUDES 60 INDEX OF REFRACTION SAMPLES
Write for Leaflet RA-5
R. P. CARGILLE, 118 Liberty St., N. Y. 6, N. Y.

- HYPOPHYSECTOMIZED RATS
  Shipped to all points via Air Express
  For further information write
HORMONE ASSAY LABORATORIES, INC. • 8159 South Spaulding Ave.
  Chicago 29, Ill.

SPECIAL GLASS APPARATUS
Our glass blowing department is available for special
scientific and technical glass apparatus made to
specifications and drawings. Inquiries invited.
Estimates furnished.
E. MACHLETT & SON
218 East 23rd St.
New York 10, N. Y.

LOOKING FOR A PUBLISHER?
Write for Free Booklet SC, telling how we can publish
your book. All subjects considered. New authors welcome.
VANTAGE PRESS, Inc. • 120 W. 31 St., New York 1.
In Calif.: 6356 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28

LABORATORY SERVICES
in Biochemistry, Chemistry, Bacteriology
and Insecticide Testing
Screening of compounds for insecticidal,
fungicidal and bactericidal properties
Biological evaluation and chemical
determination of insecticides
Peet Grady and C.S.M.A. aerosol tests
Warfarin assays
Write for price schedule
WISCONSIN ALUMNI RESEARCH FOUNDATION
P. O. BOX 2059 • MADISON 1, WISCONSIN

FOOD RESEARCH LABORATORIES, INC.
Founded 1922
Philip B. Hawk, Ph.D., President
Bernard L. Oser, Ph.D., Director
Research • Analyses • Consultation
Biological, Nutritional, Toxicological Studies
for the Food, Drug and Allied Industries
48-14 33rd Street, Long Island City 1, N.Y.

1953 ARCTIC RESEARCH GRANTS
The Arctic Institute of North America is offering a number
of research grants in 1953 for scientific investigations dealing
with arctic and subarctic regions. Research must include field
investigations in North America or studies at one of the
Institute offices. Completed applications must be received by
1st December 1952. Application forms may be obtained from:
Arctic Institute of North America, 1530 P Street, N.W.,
Washington 5, D. C., or 3485 University Street, Montreal 2,
Canada.

AVOID DELAY . . . . Cash in Advance payment
MUST be enclosed with ALL classified ads.
See "Charges and Requirements"

BIND 'EM . . .
and you'll find them!

Keep your copies of SCIENCE always available for quick,
easy reference in this attractive, practical binder. Simply
snap the magazine in or out in a few seconds—no punching
or mutilating. It opens FLAT—for easy reference and
readability. Sturdily constructed—holds 26 issues.

This beautiful maroon buckram binder stamped in gold
leaf will make a fine addition to your library. Only $2.75
postpaid (personal check or Money Order please). Name,
70¢ extra—year of issue, 40¢ extra. ORDER YOURS NOW!

SCIENCE • 1515 Mass. Ave., N.W., Washington 5, D. C.
Here it is, the new Phipps & Bird Pipette Washer! Notice the chamber is constructed entirely of virtually unbreakable chemical-resistant plastic. This type of construction eliminates usual hazards of overflow. Rack is fabricated of chemical-resistant stainless steel.

No elaborate connections are necessary for installation. Simply connect hose from input on washer to standard laboratory faucet. Chamber dimensions 3½“ x 18”; dimensions of rack 2½” i.d. x 18” tall.

Cat. No. 71-227 $42.50

Plastic chamber accessory—same dimensions as Washer chamber. Used for pipettes during soaking period. $10.00 ea.

---

**GLASS ABSORPTION CELLS** made by **KLETT**

Makers of Complete Electrophoresus Apparatus

SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS


Klett Manufacturing Co.
179 East 87 Street, New York, New York

---

**HORMONE ASSAYS**

ACTH • Growth • Gonadotropes

Estrogens • Androgens

Corticoids • Progesterone

Others

**HYPOPHYSECTOMIZED RATS**

**ENDOCRINE TOXICITY TESTS**

Write for details

**ENDOCRINE LABORATORIES OF MADISON, INC.**

5001 W. BELTLINE HIGHWAY • MADISON, WISCONSIN
LABORATORIES wishing to enter the field of radioactivity with a minimum of capital outlay will find the new Tracerlab SC-19 Utility Scaler the ideal instrument.

The Utility Scaler features eight electronic scales-of-two, which give a scaling factor of up to 256, followed by a mechanical register totalizing 9999 counts. A scale selector switch makes it possible to by-pass some of the scales and thus allows the choice of scaling factors of 32, 64, 128 and 256. Predetermined counts ranging from 320 to 256,000 may be selected by means of the preset count switch which will stop the register at 10, 100 or 1,000.

With a resolving time of 10 microseconds, counting rates of up to 60,000 CPM result in less than 1% coincidence loss. The maximum counting rate of the Utility Scaler register is 1,000 CPM. The high voltage power supply is variable from 500 to 2000 volts and is so regulated that a 1% change in line voltage causes only 0.1% change in high voltage.

Please write for pamphlet No. 42
Uniform Serial Sectioning

with the AO no. 815 rotary microtome

For a medium size microtome with all the accuracy and mechanical advantages for which AO Spencer Microtomes have long been famous — choose the popular No. 815 Rotary Microtome. Uniform serial sections may be cut from two to forty microns in thickness. Total excursion of the feed is 22mm. Improved ball and flange object clamp holds the block rigidly and may be oriented in any desired plane. A precision-edged, highest quality steel knife is supplied complete with back and handle for sharpening. Ask your AO distributor to show you the No. 815 Microtome, or write Dept. J4.